
SMART CAP

Pillsy Smart Cap - a Bluetooth-enabled smart pill cap that 
automaticaly tracks doses and sends intelligent reminders when 
you forget. Pillsy works with the Pillsy app, to act like a digital 
assistant for your pills.

MSRP   $39.95

MULTIPLE STYLES: MEDICATION AND VITAMIN

BAND
COLORS RED YELLOW GREEN BLUE

FITS STANDARD VIALS

RETAIL OFFERING

CONNECTED ADHERENCE AND 
ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM

ENTERPRISE PHARMACY

In addition to the direct-to-consumer option, Pillsy has an 
enterprise pharmacy adherence platform that pharmacies can 
use to drive additional revenue, including from pharmaceutical 
manufacturers and payer-sponsored programs. Several user/
patient onboarding workflows are available, including options 
that require no additional time to be spent by the pharmacy 
team. Customization is available.

Please contact us if you would like to learn more.

CONTACT: jeff@pillsy.com | 253.720.6157

BERRY FRIENDLY & SAFE | REXAM 1-CLIC | TWIST-OFF

SMART SNOOZING
Pillsy Smart Cap automatically tracks doses 
when the cap is opened.
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SEE YOUR HISTORY
View your dose-taking history in the 
accompanying Pillsy app.

WIRELESS SYNCING
Pillsy Smart Cap syncs wirelessly over Bluetooth 
Low Energy to your smartphone.

SMARTPHONE NOTIFICATIONS
You can also receive smartphone 
notifications when it’s time to take a dose.

BASED ON BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
Pillsy is based on multiple principles of 
behavioral science, including habit training 
theory.

LONG BATTERY LIFE
The Pillsy Smart Cap has a 1-year battery life 
with normal use.

INTELLIGENT REMINDERS
Pillsy Smart Cap beeps and blinks when it’s 
time to take a dose, but only if the bottle 
hasn’t been opened recently.

AUTOMATIC DOSE TRACKING
Pillsy Smart Cap automatically tracks doses 
when the cap is opened.

CARE FOR LOVED ONES
Receive text message notfications when a 
loved one is late for a scheduled dose. 

DOUBLE DOSE ALERTS
Pillsy Smart Cap will give a warning beep if 
the bottle has already been opened near a 
scheduled dose.
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